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It's Time to Master Digital Photography! Looking to learn how to take amazing photographs? You've

come to the right place. Presenting the Digital SLR Crash Course! Here's a preview of what you're

about to learn... Demystifying Photography How to compose excellent photos (and the top rules of

composition!) How to master the art of 'framing' photos Tips & Tricks to manipulate your images!

How to make the best use of your lens & filters How to avoid ruining your photos Bonus content

upon redemption And much, much more! Download your copy right now!
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There is so much one can learn from this book. If you are a beginner in photography then this will

answer the basic things you need to know to really get familiarized with your DSLR camera, use its

features correctly, and how to eventually capture the right image you want like a pro. Here you can

also find out the common mistakes that a photographer may commit that can ruin a possible perfect

photograph. The author makes sure that you don't need to be a pro to understand each topics

discussed in this book since he really went into details but didn't put too much complexities with the

explanation. Absolutely a great book!

As an amateur photographer, this was a great book that serves as a user manual for photography.

The author goes into the basics of the camera (shutter speed, aperture, etc.), composition

rules/techniques, using lens and filters, as well as so much more. I was impressed with how much



value was in this book and how much I learned even after knowing the basics already. Will be

referencing back to this book often as I continue to improve my photography.

This book gets right to the point and gives excellent examples of all the basic concepts that a

beginner needs to know. Quick tips on how to take better photos, I found it was an excellent read for

those just getting started as well as a good refresher for going over the overall functions and modes

of the DSLR camera. A very good starting guide to photography, excellent reference, got a ton of

information in this book.

Very good read. this book was very detailed in providing exactly the right answers to my questions.

Understanding more about DSLR makes me a lot more comfortable now as I just began getting into

some photography for my one of my blogs. the "create space to move" effect was a very easy

concept to understand. One of my biggest mistakes, when I take a picture is not getting close

enough. If I did not have this book I would be making a whole lot more mistakes than I already am.

Good guide and reference to keep around I definitely recommend this book

I have always been a frustrated photographer and Iâ€™m still interested in learning even just the

basics. Iâ€™m glad I bumped into this book about photography. This is quite a helpful guide book for

beginners in photography. I am actually enjoying the things taught in this book. You might as well

purchase and learn from this book; itâ€™ll surely be fun!

Learning from Brendon abut photography has been fun and interesting. I've always enjoyed taking

pictures it is just that this is my first time with a DSLR as I usually just take pictures using my phone

or a digital camera. The book is definitely a crash course but the author does well not to overwhelm

his readers.

This book contains a lot of useful tips, but a beginner will probably find some of the difficult to

understand as the descriptions are sometimes weak or almost nonsensical. The descriptions of the

tips also lack example photos. The book is better suited to an experienced beginner as a reminder

of what to do and not do as he or she practices photography with a DSLR.

This is as of now my third book for photography. I felt that the initial two books didn't taught me

well.So I had a go at looking at this digital book. Toward the starting, it has all the data you will



require as somebody simply beginning in photography.An excess of essential points to be specified,

highly recommend!
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